In each of these systems, growth is controlled by a complicated network of precisely organized physical and chemical processes. This growth is caused by a chain reaction; different potential gradients form structures that are, in turn, sources of new potential gradients. Thus we have a sequence of structures and processes: Structure follows process, gradient follows process, structure follows gradient, and so on. In these complex networks, different trajectories lead to different structures. Trajectories can be controlled by environment or seed composition. The growing process is often characterized by formation of templates that control formation of the next structure. The template may, depending on the trajectories, form different structures. Some structures may undergo metamorphosis where the entire structure changes (copper-oxalate system).
The process of growth is hierarchical, forming a network. Simple elements at lower levels form more complex structures at the higher levels. These, in turn, function as simple building blocks for even higher levels. So far, we have grown chemical systems with eight hierarchy levels. This is only the beginning. By changing system parameters, we can form different chemical building blocks, thus changing the trajectory. Trajectories may also be changed by catalysts or inhibitors (aluminum silicate system).
In most cases, the growing network can be divided into three parts: the seed, the construction, and the final structure. The seed forms an initial cell, where the initial potential gradients are making initial processes. The next part of network is construction, where the cascade of different structures are built. These systems are open ended, making it impossible to predict the final structure. Usually, the structure is finalized when the network has a loop that results in termination of structure growth.
Sometimes we observe the formation of a whole that may perform certain tasks. This part of the network is operational. It controls the task. Examples are cells that move up and down. This process is controlled by many chemical and physical sub-processes forming a loop (aluminum-carbonate-hydroxide system). Under another condition, this system may construct more complex structures that remain, made by humans, complex curtains.
The Chemical Garden and related structures are chemical systems bridging living and nonliving matter. They allow us to study a much simpler analogue to biological systems. The difference is the lack of DNA and geneticinformational systems that have very complex functions and control mechanisms. It may be said that chemical organisms are biological systems where DNA has been removed after formation of all proteins. 
